DIVISIONAL SENATE ASSEMBLY
2021-22

Ex-Officio
University President, Michael Drake
Academic Senate Chair, Joanna Ho
Academic Senate Chair Elect-Secretary, Georg Striedter

Parliamentarian (non-voting)
Dan Hirschberg

Universitywide Assembly
(4 Reps)
Michael Cooper ‘23
Elliott Currie ‘22
Naomi Morrisette ‘22
Bonnie Ruberg ‘23
Roderic Crooks (alt) ’23*
Yunxia Lu (alt) ’22*
Jeffrey Rouder (alt) ’22*
S. Ama Wray (alt) ’23*
*IBL 80, B. alts may not vote/substitute

Senate Council Chairs
(9 Reps)
Alyssa Brewer, CPB
Melanie Cocco, CEP
Teresa Dalton, CFW
Sergio Gago-Masague, CEMA
Michele Guindani, CORCL
Lisa Naugle, CAP
Arvind Rajaraman, GC
Jane Stoever, CEI
Ian Straughn, CTLSE

Claire Trevor School of the Arts
(3 Reps)
Monica Majoli – Faculty Chair ’22
Amy Bauer ‘22
Jennifer Fisher ‘22

School of Biological Sciences
(4 Reps) – Faculty Chair TBA
Ron Frostig ‘22
Jose Ranz ‘22
Roberto Tinoco ‘22
TBA

The Paul Merage School of Business
(2 Reps)
Margarethe Wiersema – Faculty Chair ’22
TBA

School of Education
(1 Rep)
June Ahn – Faculty Chair ’22

The Henry Samueli School of Engineering
(4 Reps)
Hamid Jafarkhani – Faculty Chair ’22
Ozdal Boyraz ‘22
Lorenzo Valdevit ‘23
Yoonjin Won ‘23

Susan and Henry Samueli College of Health Sciences
(12 Reps)
Kam Kalantar-Zadeh (SOM) – Faculty Chair ’22
Michael Buchmeier (SOM) ’22
Anne Calof (SOM) ’22
Donald Fonthal (SOM) ’22
Shahram Lotfipour (SOM) ’22
Francesco Tombola (SOM) ’22
Michelle Fortier (SON) ’22
Melissa Pinto (SON) ’22
John Chaput (SPPS) ’22
Naoto Hoshi (SPPS) ’22
Michael Hoyt (PPH) ’22
Rufus Edwards (PPH) ’22

School of Humanities
(7 Reps)
Roland Betancourt - Faculty Chair ’22
Ian Coller ’22
Felicidad “Bliss” Lim ’22
Allison Perlman ’22
Radha Radhakrishnan ’23
Catherine Sameh ’22

Donald Bren School of Information & Computer Sciences
(2 Reps)
Stephan Mandt – Faculty Chair ’22
TBA

School of Law
(1 Rep)
Rachel Moran - Faculty Chair ’22

School of Physical Sciences
(5 Reps) – Faculty Chair TBA
Ioan Andricioaei ’22
Song-Ying Li ’22
(Jefferson) Keith Moore ’23
Michael Ratz ’22
Jesse Wolfson ’23

School of Social Ecology
(2 Reps)
Bryan Sykes - Faculty Chair ’22
Daniel Nation - Vice Chair ’22

School of Social Sciences
(5 Reps)
Kristin Turney - Faculty Chair ’22
Anita Casavantes Bradford ’22
Eve Darian-Smith ’22
Sara Goodman ’22
Kai Wehmeier ’22

If you have questions about your membership, please contact Matthew Hurley (mjhurley@uci.edu).